Subscription/Licensing Information
As Catholics we are not called to measure the merit of another’s felt need; rather we must give
what we have to offer without restraint. The fact that The Catholic Navigator apostolate exists at
all is due to God moving individuals to contribute their means, talents, and training to the New
Evangelization. The apostolate’s continued existence depends on God as His Providence is
manifest through others. Consequently, we are adopting radical simplicity in our relatio nships
with parishes and schools.
Effective, the First Sunday of Advent 2017, Liturgical Cycle B, The Catholic Navigator no
longer will suggest subscription guidelines; negotiate rates, or mail invoices. Instead, subscribing
parishes and schools should determine how our weekly catechetical supplements (Faith
Supplements) actually benefit them, establish a value accordingly, and consider making a free
will gift if they are able to do so.
For Free Will Gifts to The Catholic Navigator
Please make checks out to The Catholic Navigator and mail to:
The Catholic Navigator
P.O. Box 3468
Morristown, TN 37815-3468

Another change:
The Faith Supplements will no longer routinely be emailed as ‘a month of Sundays’ (4-5
issues) about 2 weeks prior to the first Sunday of the following month. Instead, on Monday
morning of each week the high resolution PDF files of the three publications will be posted for
the upcoming Sunday on The Galley page of our website. The sources for those issues will be
available on the following Wednesday. . (This is a new accommodation in view of the thousands
of individuals who visit the website weekly.) However, if you must have your issues sent
bundled per month, as previously done, please contact us—we can accommodate your special
needs.

The Licensing Agreement:
The Faith Supplements (digital content) are provided for the use of subscribing entities
according to the following terms: Each PDF file is to be printed and distributed in its entirety
in the single sheet, double sided format. Use of these PDF files is solely for print copy and
does not extend to parish or individual websites, blogs, email, social media, etc., or for any
electronic transmission.

